Shields® line of Health Care Bags are designed specifically for health care applications. The STAT (Shields Tamper Activated Technology) closure is perfect for protecting patient’s personal property, medications, controlled Rx transfers by pharmacies as well as lab and drug test bags.

Shields offers complete customization on all its health care bags.
**KEY FEATURES**

1. Tear off receipt
2. STAT® (Shields Tamper Activated Technology) closure system
3. Unique bar code and identification number
4. Receipt includes identification number for tracking
5. Up to 6-color printed designs with customer specific verbiage; unique number and bar code formats; multiple pocket configurations; various types of security seals and even customer designated bag colors for streamlined routing and processing

**STAT®**
- Shields Tamper Activated Technology
- Provides a visible warning message at both extreme heat and freezing, without having to rely on unstable, heat-indicating inks or moisture sensitive patterns
- Resistant to pre-VOIDing from routine handling and stress

**SECURITY**
- Combining the STAT closure system with uniquely numbered/bar coded bags and matching tear off receipts for the patient to retain, these bags not only protect the contents but provide a strong audit trail and reduced liability

**MULTIPLE USES**
- Hospital personnel item intake security bag
- Hospital hazardous drug disposal
- Hospital release home medication transfer bag
- Hospital pharmacy bag for transferring medications and sealable lab bag
- Secure sealable bag for home delivery